
As AI redefines the confines of tech innovation, Nagarro’s Ginger AI takes a human-centric approach to 
AI, leverages it to make your employees more productive and enables them to make informed decisions 
in line with your organization's goals and objectives.

Ginger AI is an innovative enterprise AI platform that empowers employees by revolutionizing the way 
they consume information and perform day-to-day tasks. It harnesses powerful nudge patterns, 
Generative AI, and NLP-based analytics to deliver a significant leap forward in enhancing productivity, 
and agility, thereby driving innovation and contributing to overall organizational success.

Building upon Nagarro’s vision of the “Fluidic Enterprise", Ginger AI focuses on an organization's most 
valuable assets- its employees and ensures that businesses can adapt, evolve, and thrive in an 
ever-changing landscape.

Elevate enterprise e�ciency by 
empowering your employees 

Amplifies agility through
streamlined integrations

Reduces overheads through
intuitive workflows

Boosts productivity using
actionable insights

Eliminates silos with easy 
access to information

Enables org alignment with
proactive communication

Why Ginger AI?



Ginger AI Lite is a lighter version of Ginger AI that seamlessly integrates with UKG Pro WFM, o�ering 
enhanced e�ciency in leave management, attendance tracking, and shift scheduling. With its 
user-friendly interface and comprehensive features, Ginger AI Lite enables employees to complete 
their day-to-day tasks of UKG Pro WFM e�ciently through MS Teams.

About Nagarro 

In a changing and evolving world, challenges are ever more unique and 
complex. Nagarro helps to transform, adapt, and build new ways into the 
future through a forward-thinking, agile and caring mindset. We excel at 
digital product engineering and deliver on our promise of thinking 
breakthroughs. Today, we are 19,500 experts across 35 countries, forming 
a Nation of Nagarrians, ready to help our customers succeed. 

Transition easily to Enterprise Ginger AI, which integrates with various IT systems and supports
multiple use cases. Contact us at higinger@nagarro.com

Meet Ginger-UKG pro WFM on Teams 

Ginger AI use cases  

Learn more!

Try Ginger AI Lite for free! Visit UKG marketplace at go.nagarro.com/ukgmarketplace

A glance at a few of Ginger AI’s multiple use cases that spur productivity across the enterprise.  

Enterprise knowledge
search

Single window access to
perform day-to-day tasks

E�ective onboarding
and engagement

Goal alignment for
employees

Smart routing of
support tickets

E�cient performance
management

Data-centric decisions
in real time

Increased agility through
seamless integrations

Personalized learning and
development

Organizational
alignment  

Process optimization 
across functions  

HR
Automation  


